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WHAT'S ON TAP
Grapefruit Baby Juices
IPA - Session / 6.1% ABV / 28 IBU
What happens when a tangy grapefruit and
a juicy hop fall in love? Well...Grapefruit Baby
Juices of course! This crushable, hazy, juicy,
session-able IPA is LOADED with grapefruit
flavor. Perfect for celebrating the birth of our
new baby beer!

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $6.00
16oz Draft $8.00

Baby Juices
IPA - New England / 4.9% ABV / 42
IBU
Congratulations!! It's a crushable-hazy-juicy-
session-able IPA. We've loaded this brew
with only the juiciest of hops in the hop
pool; including Mosaic, Citra, and a kiss of
Galaxy. This hazy liquid produces tropical
waves that slam notes of mandarin orange,
honeydew melon, guava, and juicy mango as
it erupts in your mouth. It's so deliciously
quenching and satisfying it will keep you
yearning for more.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00
16oz Draft $7.00
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WHAT'S ON TAP
New Exton IPA
IPA - New England / 7.4% ABV / 23 IBU
Welcome to your juice paradise. Crafted with
the juiciest hops available, New Exton IPA is
brimming with notes of pineapple, guava,
grapefruit and orange. Sit back, crack the
tab and drift away. You’re not in Exton
anymore.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00
16oz Draft $8.00

Six Feet of Separation - Double DH
IPA - New England / 6.6% ABV / 16 IBU
What started as collaboration has ended in
separation. We loaded this Hazy brew with
Galaxy, Mosaic, and Idaho 7 and double dry-
hopped. You'll get all the juicy tropical fruits
you can handle in this brew, but we warn
you, please maintain Six Feet of Separation
at all times. We hope you and your families
are staying safe and sane during this trying
time. We can't wait till we can all be
together again.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $6.00
16oz Draft $8.00
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WHAT'S ON TAP
Six Feet of Separation - Triple DH
IPA - New England / 6.6% ABV / 16 IBU
What started as collaboration has ended in
separation. We loaded this Hazy brew with
Galaxy, Mosaic, and Idaho 7 and double dry-
hopped. We figured why stop there, so we
Triple Dry Hopped the remainder. Just when
we thought we couldn't take it further, we
did! You'll get all the juicy tropical fruits you
can handle in this brew, but we warn you,
please maintain Six Feet of Separation at all
times. We hope you and your families are
staying safe and sane during this trying time.
We can't wait till we can all be together
again.

16oz Can $9.25

Voice of Reason Double IPA
IPA - Imperial / 8.4% ABV / 22 IBU
Behind every successful person is a powerful
Voice of Reason. We celebrate the power
and wisdom of these voices around the
world with this Super Juicy, Super Hoppy,
Super Hazy, and Super Delicious brew. We
spared no expense Double Dry Hopping
with Galaxy and Mosaic to give this sacred
Double IPA the respect it deserves.

4oz Draft $4.00
10oz Draft $6.50

Snifter $8.50
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WHAT'S ON TAP
Senior Moment
Pale Ale / 6% ABV / 40 IBU
6% ABV, 40 IBUs. Oops, we did it again!
Another Senior Moment! Remember way
back when dinosaurs roamed the earth,
movies cost a nickel and Cascade was the
best hop we had to brew with? A classic
DDH Single Hop IPA LOADED with Cascade
with citrus, grapefruit, and slightly floral
notes. Get ready to be taken back in time.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00
16oz Draft $7.00

Sunny Wheat
Wheat Beer - Other / 5.3% ABV / 20
IBU
This wheat brew incorporates generous
amounts of Florida Orange Blossom honey
sourced from an orchard in Wauchula
Florida. This sweet, delicious, nectar will be
accompanied by lemondrop and Mandarina
hops to round out this brew with more
citrus notes.

4oz Draft $2.00
10oz Draft $4.00
16oz Draft $6.00
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WHAT'S ON TAP
Corporate Monkey
Belgian Tripel / 10.8% ABV / 20 IBU
Have you been working like a dog at a
terrible corporate job all week? Corporate
seagulls flying around this week? Tired of
self-proclaimed experts? Need something to
help you forget about the weekly rat race
and ease the pain of the knife that’s in your
back? The brewers of Stolen Sun have
formulated the perfect beer for you.
Introducing this heavy hitting 10.8% Belgian
Tripel. Corporate Monkey is designed to
make you forget that ass you just kissed and
get rid of that terrible taste. Change your
attitude, loosen your noose, unwind and
enjoy this amazing Belgian style ale.

4oz Draft $4.00
10oz Draft $6.00

Snifter $9.00

Jumpy Jon's Java Stout
Stout - Coffee / 6.2% ABV / 40 IBU
What happens when you have a coffee
roastery in a brewery? You make delicious
coffee beers of course! This brew is loaded
with dark roasted malts and balanced out
with crystal malts. We then added plenty of
oats to add a layer of creaminess. Following
the fermentation process, we add a
generous amount of hand-selected, craft
roasted micro-lot coffee to make this an
incredibly unique beer-coffee experience.
This is an old school recipe with a modern
twist in which Dark beer and coffee lovers
will savor. In this version, we present Hello
Darkness in all its glory!.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00
16oz Draft $7.00
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WHAT'S ON TAP
Bierdükken
Stout - Russian Imperial / 10.5% ABV /
50 IBU
We first put our coffee into the Syrah and
Gin barrel then the coffee into the beer.
Need we say more? This beer is not for the
faint of heart. No seriously, it's loaded with
alcohol and caffeine. The union of these
amazing ingredients gives way to a brew
which is loaded with flavor while being
dangerously drinkable. Enjoy in
moderation...You're now warned.

4oz Draft $4.00
10oz Draft $9.00

Michaux Mule
Cider - Traditional / 6.5% ABV
We've added organic ginger and refreshing
lime zest to this cider for a refreshing yet
warming flavor. No added sweeteners or
colors, just a touch of sweet apple cider for a
smooth apple characteristic.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00
16oz Draft $7.00
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